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ABSTRACT 

Attribute-based encryption, especially for cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption, can fulfill the 

functionality of fine-grained access control in cloud storage systems. Since users’ attributes may be issued by 

multiple attribute authorities, multi-authority cipher text-policy attribute based encryption is an emerging 

cryptographic primitive for enforcing attribute-based access control on outsourced data. However, most of the 

existing multi-authority attribute-based systems are either insecure in attribute-level revocation or lack of 

efficiency in communication overhead and computation cost. In this paper, we propose an attribute-based 

access control scheme with two-factor protection for multi-authority cloud storage systems. In our proposed 

scheme, any user can recover the outsourced data if and only if this user holds sufficient attribute secret keys 

with respect to the access policy and authorization key in regard to the outsourced data. In addition ,the 

proposed scheme enjoys the properties of constant-size ciphertext and small computation cost. Besides 

supporting the attribute-level revocation, our proposed scheme allows data owner to carry out the user-level 

revocation. The security analysis, performance comparisons and experimental results indicate that our 

proposed scheme is not only secure but also practical. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

As another registering worldview, distributed computing has pulled in broad considerations from both scholarly 

and IT industry. It can give minimal effort, high caliber, adaptable and versatile administrations to clients. 

Specifically, distributed computing understands the pay-on-request condition in which different assets are 

influenced accessible to clients as they to pay for what they require. Distributed storage is a standout amongst 

the most crucial administrations   

which empowers the information proprietors to have their information in the cloud and through may, it is the 

semi-trusted cloud specialist organizations (CSPs) that keep up and work the outsourced information in this 

stockpiling design . In this way, the protection and security of clients' information are the essential hindrances 

that cloud servers to give the information get to to the information buyers (clients). Be that as it  

hinder the distributed storage frameworks from wide appropriation  To keep the unapproved elements from 

getting to the touchy information, an intuitional arrangement is to scramble information and at that point transfer 
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the scrambled information into the cloud. In any case, the conventional open key encryption and identitybased 

encryption (IBE)  can't be straightforwardly received. The reason is that they just guarantee the encoded 

information can be decoded by a solitary known client, with the end goal that it will diminish the adaptability 

and versatility of information get to control. Ascribed based encryption (ABE) proposed by Sashay and Waters 

in can be seen as the speculation of IBE . In an ABE framework, every client is credited by an arrangement of 

distinct qualities. The client's mystery key and cipher text are related with an entrance arrangement or an 

arrangement of traits. Unscrambling is conceivable if and just if the traits of ciphertext or, on the other hand 

mystery key fulfill the entrance arrangement. Such favorable position makes ABE all the while satisfy the 

information classification and fine-grained get to control in distributed storage frameworks. detailed two 

complimentary types of ABE: key policy ABE (KP-ABE) and ciphertext-strategy ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE, 

client's mystery key is related with an entrance approach and each ciphertext is marked with an arrangement of 

characteristics; while in CP-ABE, each ciphertext is related with an entrance arrangement and client's mystery 

key is marked with an arrangement of traits. Contrasted and KP-ABE, CP-ABE is more reasonable for the 

cloud-based information get to control since it empowers the information proprietor to implement the entrance 

arrangement on outsourced information. Nonetheless, there stays a few difficulties to the application of CP-ABE 

in cloud-based information get to control. On one hand, there is just a single property expert (AA) in the 

framework in charge of property administration and key circulation  This precondition can't fulfill the 

commonsense necessities once clients' properties are issued by various AAs. For instance, a concentrate abroad 

office encodes a few particular messages under the entrance arrangement ("SCUT. student" what's more, 

"TOEFL=105" ). Along these lines, just the beneficiary who is the understudy of SCUT and now has a TOEFL 

score of 105 can recuperate these messages. One essential thing to note about these two traits is that the property 

"SCUT. student" is administrated by the SCUT. Registry and the trait "TOEFL= 105" is issued by the ETS. 

Then again, in most existing plans, the measure of cipher text straightly develops with the quantity of 

characteristics associated with the entrance strategy, which may acquire an expansive correspondence overhead 

and calculation cost. This will restrict the utilization of asset obliged clients. Last yet not the minimum, the 

quality level  

renouncement is exceptionally troublesome since each quality is possibly shared by numerous clients 
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The CA sets up the framework, and reactions the enlistment demands from every one of the AAs and clients. Be 

that as it may, the CA is definitely not included into any trait related administration Each AA regulates an 

unmistakable property space and produces a couple of open/mystery enter for each characteristic in this  

property area. With no uncertainty, each trait is as it were overseen by a solitary AA. Once accepting the 

demand of trait enlistment from a client, the AA produces the comparing quality mystery keys for this client. 

Also, each AA is capable to execute the characteristic disavowal of clients. Before transferring a mutual 

information to the distributed storage servers, the information proprietor characterizes an entrance strategy and 

scrambles the information under this entrance approach. From that point forward, the information proprietor 

sends the ciphertext and its comparing access strategy to the CSP. Then, the information proprietor is in charge 

of issuing and renouncing the client's authorization.Each client is named with an arrangement of properties, 

other than a worldwide one of a kind identifier. Keeping in mind the end goal to acquire the mutual information, 

every client needs to ask for the trait mystery keys and approval from AAs and information proprietor, 

separately. Any client can download the ciphertext from the CSP. Just the approved client who has the particular 

characteristics can effectively recuperate the outsourced information.  

It winds up noticeably clear that the CSP gives information stockpiling benefit and implements the procedure of 

ciphertext refresh. The ciphertext refresh happens in the accompanying two cases: (1) any of AAs repudiates 

clients' at least one characteristics; (2) the information proprietor repudiates at least one approved clients. 

 

The system of TFDAC-MACS comprises of the accompanying stages:  

Stage 1: System Initialization  

To start with, the CA creates some worldwide open parameters for the framework, and acknowledges both the AA 

enlistment and client enlistment. At that point, every AA and information proprietor individually produce the open 

parameters and mystery data utilized all through the execution of framework. 

 

Stage 2: Secret Key and Authorization Generation  

At the point when a client presents a demand of ascribe enlistment to AA, the AA appropriates the comparing 

trait mystery keys to this client if his/her declaration is valid. At the point when a client presents an approval 

demand to information proprietor, the information proprietor creates the relating approval key and conveys it to 

this client.  

 

Stage 3: Data Encryption  

For each mutual information, the information proprietor initially characterizes an entrance arrangement, and 

after that scrambles the information under this predefined get to strategy. From that point, the information 

proprietor outsources this cipher text to the CSP. The encryption operation will utilize an arrangement of open 

keys from the included AAs and the information proprietor's approval mystery key.  
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Stage 4: Data Decryption  

Every one of the clients in the framework are permitted to question and download any intrigued cipher texts 

from the CSP. A client is ready to recuperate the outsourced information, just if this client holds the adequate 

characteristic mystery keys regarding access approach also, approval key with respect to outsourced 

information.  

 

 

 

Stage 5: Attribute-level Revocation  

For trait level repudiation, the AA who deals with the denied property, issues another open key to this 

repudiatedcharacteristic, and creates trait refresh keys for non-disavowed clients and an arrangement of 

ciphertext refresh parts for CSP. Each non-denied client who holds the repudiated quality will refresh the 

comparing property mystery key after accepting the characteristic refresh key. In view of the arrangement of 

cipher text refresh segments, the cipher texts related with the disavowed characteristic will be refreshed by the 

CSP.  

 

Stage 6: User-level Revocation  

To renounce a client's entrance benefit, the information proprietor creates another approval mystery key utilized 

for approval, an arrangement of approval refresh keys for non-disavowed clients furthermore, an arrangement of 

cipher text refresh segments for cipher text refresh. While getting the approval refresh key, each non-repudiated 

client refreshes the approval key and gets the new form. All the included cipher texts will be refreshed by the 

CSP in view of the arrangement of cipher text refresh segments Following [2], [38], we have the accompanying 

suspicions in . 

TFDAC-MACS:  

 The CA is a full put stock in party.  

 Each AA is additionally trusted. Be that as it may, any of AAs will never  

 intrigue with clients.  

 The CSP is straightforward however inquisitive, in particular semi-trust. It will effectively execute all the 

recommended operations, yet may endeavor to unscramble the cipher texts put away in the cloud servers  

 independent from anyone else.  

 Each client is exploitative, and may plot with others to acquire unapproved access to information. In the 

mean time, every client is not permitted to uncover his/her quality mystery keys and approval key to a foe.  

 

In view of the above security presumptions, two dangers are considered in this work. One is meant by Type-I 

risk: decode without approval key, and the other is meant by Sort II risk: decode without satisfactory 

characteristic mystery keys. The objective of the foe in these two risk models is to decode the cipher text past its 

benefits. 
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II.PROBLEM FORMULATION 

This paper makes the running with commitments: Under a nonexclusive internal cost compel, we look at the 

critical fragments that a cost romanticize sorting out ought to have. Three remarkable occasions of the internal 

cost booking issue are shown, to be particular, booking under a straight limit with a settled incitation cost, 

laminar sorted out work requesting, and unit work requests with satisfying due dates. We show that each and 

every unique case can be lit up isolated using a polynomial number. We propose an online arrangements 

reshaping computation, called randomized online stack-driven booking figuring (ROSA), under a nonexclusive 

inside cost limit. We speculatively demonstrate the lower bound of its compelling degree and concentrate its 

execution with take after driven reenactment using Google pack data. Trial happens show that ROSA finishes an 

associated with degree close to the speculative lower bound under the earth shattering case cost work and is 

superior to anything the standard web booking computation to the degree cost saving. The straggling stays of the 

paper is overseen as takes after. we detail the contorted cost work booking issue. we research the properties that 

an impeccable timetable ought to have. we take a gander at three extraordinary instances of the indented cost 

booking issue, planning under an incite limit with a changed start cost, laminar-made occupation requesting, and 

unit work requests with glorious due dates, just., we propose and consider a randomized online computation, 

ROSA, which fulfills low solid degree with a straight fanciful notions. Portion 8 shows our trial works out as 

intended using Google group data. Bit 9 completes the paper. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this paper, we suggest an attribute-based access control structure with two-factor security for multi-authority 

cloud storing schemes. In our suggested scheme, any consumer can recuperate the outsourced data if and only if 

this user holds sufficient attribute secret keys with respect to the access policy and authorization key in regard to 

the outsourced data. In addition, the proposed system enjoys the properties of constant-size encryption text and 

small computation cost. Besides supporting the attribute-level revocation, our suggested scheme allows data 

owner to transmit out the user-level revocation. The security exploration, performance evaluations and new 

results indicate that our proposed scheme is not only secure but also practical. 

 

IV.CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose a new data access control scheme for multi-authority cloud storage systems. The 

proposed scheme provides two-factor protection mechanism to enhance the confidentiality of outsourced data. If 

a user wants to recover the outsourced data, this user is required to hold sufficient attribute secret keys with 

respect to the access policy and authorization key with regard to the outsourced data. In our proposed scheme, 

both the size of cipher text and the number of pairing operations in decryption are constant, which reduce the 

communication overhead and computation cost of the system. In addition, the proposed scheme provides the 

user-level revocation for data owner in attribute-based data access control systems. Extensive security analysis, 
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performance comparisons and experimental results indicate that the proposed scheme is suitable to data access 

control for multi authority cloud storage systems. 

 

V.FEATURE ENHANCEMET 

For the future work we can do the modification in encryption and decryption algorithm. Previously we are 

working on the RSA algorithm but for effectiveness of the project we can implement the concept of AES 

(Advanced encryption Algorithm) or Triple DES. Secondly we can store different types of file data in an 

encrypted format and provide heavy security.And we can use symmetric key algorithm for better file exchange 

from one module to another module. 
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